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SOLID-STATE LIGHTING

DC/DC CONVERTERS

Xls to design a
HiperPFS
application2.
Tight layout
With high currents switching
at frequencies
of 500 kHz, it
must be understood that
the placement
Figure 7: Alternate Layout for LCS Footprint using Round
of components
Pads with Jumper Connecting Two Grounds Highlighted.
and wiring
adjusted. This allows the power
traces requires careful attention in
train to be optimised for maximum order to achieve maximum perforefficiency while still maintaining
mance. Certain pins of the Hiperregulation at zero load during
LCS IC, such as the FEEDBACK pin
input voltage swells.
or DEAD-TIME/BURST FREQUENCY pin are sensitive to noise and
With all these options available
therefore require decoupling. The
to the designer, it is essential to
transformer is a source of both
use an accurate modeling tool
high di/dt signals and dv/dt noise.
to simulate the circuit’s behavior
Di/dt signals can couple magnetiand automate the design of the
cally to sensitive circuitry, while
transformer and inductors. Power
dv/dt signals can inject noise via
Integrations’ Xls Expert Suite
electrostatic coupling. Electrostatic
Version 8, a real-time design and
noise coupling can be reduced by
modelling tool, fully supports
grounding the transformer core,
HiperLCS designs. The software
but it is not economically feasible
provides a complete first-pass
to reduce the stray magnetic field
design capability for both the
around the transformer without
transformer and resonant power
drastically reducing its efficiency.
train. The unique switching model Sensitive traces and components
within Xls is accurate to within 3
(such as the optocoupler) should
percent. This is a great improvebe located away from the transment on most simplified AC mod- former to avoid noise pick-up.
els which are only accurate to 15
percent. The enhanced accuracy
The HiperLCS datasheet contains
significantly shortens the design
further detailed information of how
cycle by eliminating the prototypto address component placement
ing of repeated iterations. Apand trace layout issues. Figure 7
plication Note AN-55, published
gives an example.
by Power Integrations, contains a
step-by-step procedure for using
Power Integrations’ Reference
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Design Report RDR-239 describes
a complete HiperLCS design
appropriate for exterior lighting
applications. The converter produces a 6.25 A output at 24 V with
>95 percent efficiency at full load3.
The Reference Design Kit RDK-239
includes a working power supply,
sample devices, unpopulated PCB,
data sheet, comprehensive engineering report, PI Expert design
software and other related documentation.
With HiperLCS, Power Integrations has made designing high
efficiency LLC power converters
simpler and faster. The integrated
device itself deals with the matching of timing and the control of
parasitics, and ready-made evaluation examples give the designer
a head start. HiperLCS technology
is a new resource for the roll-out
of LED street and area lighting,
using higher efficiency converters
to provide ever greater savings in
energy consumption.
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Elegant step-down conversion for
24V industrial applications
supply voltage and current monitoring is crucial to conserving power
and guaranteeing reliability
By: Frederik Dostal, Analog Devices

I

ndustrial power supplies
need to have very high efficiency today and often times
need to be highly compact.
In combination with the typical
24V rail available, many solutions
utilize a switching regulator rated
for 36V Vin max. Unfortunately
most solutions available are nonsynchronous switching regulators
with an external Schottky diode.
New synchronous solutions integrating the high side as well as
the low side MOSFETs in one chip
offer small solution size, high efficiency and especially low switching
noise. This article will introduce
and discuss a typical 24V down
to 5V converter solution with the
ADP2441 industrial buck regulator
IC.
Figure 1 shows the circuit diagram
of a 24V to 3.3V step down conversion for industrial applications. In
such applications, 24V nominal input voltage usually means that the
actual input voltage will me much
higher. Typically, plus or minus
20% is quite a common tolerance.
Combined with possible input voltage spikes, very often applications
demand 36V Vin max. Usually the
higher the input voltage capability

shows the
AC-current
flow. These
are the traces
which have
to be kept
very short
Figure 1. Circuit diagram of the ADP2441 step-down
and tight
switching regulator in a 24V nominal to 3.3V conversion
to avoid
large loops with excessive paraof a given DC/DC converter the
sitic inductance which will generbetter. Very often, the 24V supate noise. Using a synchronous
ply rail is distributed across large
switching regulator with the high
factory floors with many different
side and the low side switch inteloads attached. Any cable and
grated, the trace between the high
connector parasitic inductance as
side and low side switch stays all
well as different loads turning on
and off will generate a quite
noisy and voltage spike
prone environment.
Low EMI, easy board layout
It is very elegant not having
to worry about an external
Schottky diode. After all
it is one less component
to worry about. Also a low
EMI, optimized board layout becomes very simple.
Figure 2 A and B shows the
current flow in a buck regulator during the on-time
and current flow during the Figure 2. Current flow of a synchronous buck
regulator during the on-time (A), the off-time
off-time of a synchronous
(B) and the traces with AC current flow (C)
buck regulator. Figure 2 C
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internal on the die. This AC trace
will not need to go through bonding wires, IC package pins and
board traces with quite high parasitic inductance. This AC trace is
kept local with low parasitic inductance and thus very low EMI.
The only trace the design engineer
needs to worry about is the connection traces of the input capacitor. It needs to be places as close
as possible to the Vin and ground
pins of the IC. This is a simple task
and thus board layout is very easy.
Very good EMI behavior can be
achieved this way.
High efficiency
Synchronous switching regulators
(two active switches instead of
one active switch and one diode)
are usually more efficient than
non-synchronous regulators. This
efficiency advantage becomes
significant as the output voltage
becomes lower and lower in newer
applications. The voltage drop
across a diode of about 0.6V versus the voltage drop across a fully
turned on MOSFET (0.2V as an
example) is higher. When looking
at an output voltage of 12V, this
voltage drop difference is not so
significant.
When dealing with output voltages of 2.5V or 1.8V however, the
voltage drop across the low side
switching element becomes quite
important for the overall efficiency.
Five years ago, most industrial
applications powered off a 24V
bus, required a 5V system voltage
for some function. Today, we see
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applications where the highest
system voltage is 3.3V or even 2.5V.
For these systems, the efficiency
advantage of using a synchronous
switching regulator becomes
greater.

cycle. When stepping down 24V to
2.5V, the duty-cycle would need to
be roughly 10%. So the switching
regulator needs to turn on the high
side switch for 100ns.

If the nominal 24V happens to be
High switching frequencies
a bit higher for a certain amount
Designing a power supply with
if time, the on-time will reduce to
high switching frequencies inperiods shorter than 100ns. Many
creases switching losses and thus
36V switching regulators on the
decreases the overall efficiency
market have a minimum on-time
in most cases. However, some
of higher than 150ns and in many
applications call for low solution
cases the minimum on-time is
cost as well as small solution size.
not even specified. Circuit designThese demands yield the utilizaers then notice that the regulator
tion of a high switching frequency
is skipping switching cycles and
in order to save space and cost
that the switching frequency is
of the inductor and capacitors
not fixed at 1MHz anymore. The
used. The ADP2441 has an adjustADP2441 was designed for high
able switching frequency of up to
switching frequencies at large
1MHz. The ADP2442 is very simistep-down ratios. It has a specilar to the ADP2441 but the switchfied minimum on-time at 50ns
ing frequency can also be synchrotypical and 65ns is guaranteed as
nized to a clock frequency of up
a worst case value. This allows
to 1MHz. While 1MHz is not so
the design of step-down switching
unusual for a switching regulator,
converters at 1MHz from a high
there is an important limitation
input voltage to very low output
which many available devices on
voltages.
the maket have. It is the minimum
on-time. This is a time period that
Circuit example and design tools
the switching regulator keeps the
Figure 3 shows a circuit stepping
high side switch turned on before
24V industrial bus voltage down
it can turn it back off. While at
to 5V. It is operating at 500kHz
low frequencies,
the minimum ontime does not
matter much, at
higher switching
frequencies this is
a very important
specification. At
1MHz switching
Figure 3. Small size evaluation board 24V to 5V as
frequency, there
linear regulator replacement (photo: Semitron)
is 1000ns in one
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Screenshot of design tool
which is a good compromise
between high efficiency small
solution size and low component
cost. The board was designed by
the franchised German Distributor Semitron (www.semitron.
de) to be used as a replacement
for 24V to 5V TO-220 packaged
linear regulators which are still in
place in many low current indus-

trial applications today.
For design engineers there is
a circuit design tool available
which can help to select external
components and circuit parameters such as switching frequency
very quickly. The tool is able to
select the right external components from a passive compo-
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nents database to suit complex
operating conditions.
The user can enter a
certain expected load
change on the output
and the amount of
output voltage overshoot or undershoot
which is acceptable.
Then the tool will
select the right type
of output filter to
accommodate these
requirements. Stability considerations can be evaluated with the
integrated Bode plot section. The
tool can be downloaded free of
charge from the product folder
of the ADP2441 on the Analog
Devices website.
www.analogdevices.com
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